Informational processing of complex sound. I: Intensity discrimination.
This paper reports on some initial experiments using the sample discrimination paradigm to investigate normal-hearing listeners' ability to process information in complex, nonspeech sounds. An important feature of the sample discrimination experiment is that the value of the difference to be discriminated randomly varies from trial to trial. It is this variation that yields potential information. In the present study, listeners heard a pair of multitone complexes (or sequences) on each trial. The individual levels of the tones were drawn from two normal distributions differing only in mean. The listener's task was to identify the sound having the higher mean tone level. For an ideal observer in these experiments, performance in d' grows as the square root n, where n is the number of tones. Obtained d' grew more nearly as the cube root of n regardless of whether the tones were played sequentially or simultaneously or whether they were increased in number from high frequencies to low or from low frequencies to high. A preliminary model is proposed in which discrimination performance depends predominantly on the information content of the sounds and is largely independent of the physical dimensions along which the sounds vary. Information content is defined in terms of the variance of the underlying stimulus distributions and a stimulus equivocation factor that is derived from the data. Based on this model, transmitted information is estimated to be between 1.0 and 2.6 bits.